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Dear Friends,

I am very much lookingforward to greeting those of you who will be attending this Sunday's
RZA-MizrachiNational Conference. Being held just two days before the US election,
thesymposium will give us an opportunity to hear from distinguished presenters(see ad
below) who will discuss the challenging times we live in and the needfor increased support
and advocacy for the State of Israel.  There is nocharge to attend the conference. If you
haven't yet done so, please RSVP to office@rza.org. 

We are pleased to introducetwo new sections to our Weekly Shabbat B'Shabbato
emails. Thankfully there are many rabbis around the countrywho are passionate religious
Zionists. Each week we intend to share a Torahinsight from a different dati tzioni
Rabbi. Additionally, the RZA-Mizrachi is once againsponsoring a mission to Israel for fifty
college students. The students willspend the upcoming winter-break returningto their
Yeshivot and Seminaries in Israel where they will replenish themselvesin intensive Torah
study. The students will also be attending a day-longprogram devoted to Religious Zionist
education and training. Upon their returnto the US the students will serve as "Aryeh fellows"
on behalf of theRZA-Mizrachi. Each week we will feature a different one of our
"AryehFellows" in the Shabbat B'Shabbato email.

This is truly an exciting time for theRZA-Mizrachi. I look forward to working with the new
RZA board, our incoming Chairman Rabbi Solomon Rybak and Presidiummembers Mr.
Martin Oliner, Rabbi Leonard Matanky and Dr. ErnestAgatstein. 

With warm regards,

Rabbi Gideon Shloush
National Director, RZA
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Rabb i Mark Dratch,  Executive Vice Pres ident of the Rabb inical Council of AmericaRabb i Mark Dratch,  Executive Vice Pres ident of the Rabb inical Council of America
New York,  NYNew York,  NY

“Noah was ajust man and perfect in his generations” (Gen
6:9).  As is well known,this description of Noah is subject
to contradictory interpretations. Rashi explains that “there
are those among our rabbis” who interpret “in
hisgenerations” sympathetically—despite his evil
surroundings Noah succeeded inbeing righteous.  “There
are some others” who interpret the phrasedisparagingly:
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had Noah been born in a more righteous generation and
beeninfluenced by good people, he could have been even
more righteous.

Pay carefulattention to Rashi’s language which refers to
Noah’s advocates (yeshme-rabboteinu dorshim) as “our
rabbis,” and to his detractors (ve-yeshshe-dorshim) as
“some others.”  The difference is this: different people
interpret and respond to the same set of
circumstancesdifferently.  Our own experiences in
interpersonal relationships,religious practice, and political
discourse bear this out.  The lesson isthis: “Rabboteinu,”
religious personalities engage in elevated andrespectful
conversation and debate while “some others” react with
cynicism andcondescension.  This is not to suggest that
religious personalities cannotbe critical and need to be
naïve and Pollyannaish.    On thecontrary, they are to bring
critical eyes informed by Torah-prescribed valuesand moral judgments to every situation. 
However, religious personalitiesmake and express these judgments with generosity of spirit,
empathy, andrespect.  In fact, both of the groups that Rashi cites are critical ofNoah: he was
not a perfect tzaddik.  But Rashi teaches us that itwas not in what was said, but in how it is
said, that distinguishes rabboteinufrom others.

However, what rabboteinuand the others do have in common is that both groups are
doresh thesame set of facts.  In our post-truth world, one in which facts areignored and data
is manufactured at will—as we saw last week with UNESCO’sresolution on Jerusalem
which denies the historicity of the Bet Hamikdash andthe Jewish connection to Jerusalem—
there is no yesh ve-yesh, no twosides to the debate.  And now each of us lovers of Zion
must be a DoreshTziyyon—one who advocates and speaks out for Jerusalem.  In
this“debate” there are only two camps:  One group is composed of “Sheis Zion- and she
has no doresh (advocate)” (Jeremiah 30:17), and onegroup is composed of those who for
the sake of Jerusalem cannot be silent(Isaiah 62:1).  In which group will you be counted?

I ntro duc ing the New RZA-Aryeh F ello wship!Intro duc ing the New RZA-Aryeh F ello wship!
The RZA-Aryeh Fellowship is a new initiative ofthe RZA-Mizrachi to strengthen the
mission of Religious Zionism. Fifty collegeand graduate school students from
around the country have been invited to spendtheir winter-break in Israel where
they will be studying Torah and attendingintensive seminars devoted to Religious
Zionism education. Upon their returnthe Aryeh Fellows will focus on their year-
long Manhigut (leadership) projectsdesigned to bring the message of Religious
Zionism back to communities acrossAmerica. We are excited to profile a different
“Aryeh Fellow” each week. 

Meet Binyamin Kaplan

Binyamin Kaplan is a native of Queens, New York, but
has been known to look as though he is from a far off
yishuv deep in the Shomron. Spending nearly every
summer of his life in the yishuv of Ofra, Binyamin has
assumed the look of an Israeli with his year round
sandals, sandal tan, and short sleeves. Binyamin
attended SAR High School and then spent a year studying
at Yeshivat Har Etzion in Gush Etzion, and is now a
freshman pursuing a degree in electrical engineering at
the Cooper Union. Binyamin enjoys tinkering with
electronics, and discussing new Israeli technological
innovations. Binyamin has participated in several
technology and robotics competitions throughout high
school and college, including one hosted at the Technion



to build an autonomous model car.

Through his summers in Israel, Binyamin has gained a
new appreciation for Religious Zionism. For many years
he attended a summer camp in Ofra with other local Ofra
residents. In later summers he conducted research in
Applied Chemistry at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
In his most recent two summers, Binyamin worked in
Camp Moshava in Indian Orchard as a video assistant
and then as a counselor. Binyamin cannot wait to share
his experience and passion Religious Zionism with many
others through the Aryeh Fellowship program.

See some photos from our first Fellowship
meeting!

  Click here HERE view more photos
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“He wil l  be a Slave of Slaves for his  Brothers”“He wil l  be a Slave of Slaves for his  Brothers” 
By Rabbi  Mordech ai  Green berg,  Rosh  Yesh iva,  Kerem B 'Yavn eBy Rabbi  Mordech ai  Green berg,  Rosh  Yesh iva,  Kerem B 'Yavn e

It is interesting to note the approach of RavAvraham Yitzchak Kook about the institution of
slavery, in view of our generalattitude in modern times. He described his approach in a letter
to his student,Dr. Moshe Zeidel (Igrot Harav Kook, Volume 1, Number 89). 

Rav Kook writes that “natural slavery”continues to exist in the world. That is, in the world
there are differentclasses of people, and the wealthy people are in control, while the poor
peopleare forcefully enslaved to them as hired workers. In effect they are slaves,but without
the rights of a slave. “For example, coal miners who hirethemselves out willingly are in effect
slaves to their masters... But if theywere real slaves, paid for by being purchased, they
would be better off.” Thisis so because in the current situation, when the miners are hired
workers butdo not belong to the owners of the mines, the heart of the wealthy people
areblocked, and they mock any attempt to achieve justice and morality. They haveno interest
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in improving the work environment. If there is ever a lack ofventilation in the mines they will
refuse to invest in order to improve theworking conditions. In fact they will not be unduly
upset if the mine collapsesand many lives are lost. 

All of this would not be true if the workerswere considered formal property. In that case,
taking care of the workers wouldbe an act of preserving the owner’s wealth, “For they are
money belonging tothe masters” (see Shemot 21:21). According to Torah law the masters
must takecare of their slaves, as is written, “Whoever buys a slave for himself can
becompared to one who buys a master” [Kidushin 20a]. The situation today is thatmost
countries have formally abolished the institution of slavery but not the institutionof “natural
slavery,” which continues to exist with all of its faults andwithout the benefit of the laws of
the Torah. 

People who support the abolition of slaverybase their claims on our holy books. “They can
be compared to sorcerers, whosee something but are not aware of what they see.” As long
as humanity does notfully accept the Jewish version of morality, there is no point in taking
asingle mitzva and an ideal out of the complete context. The Torah of G-d iscomplete and all-
inclusive, and it is wrong to extract from it one or morespecific “crumbs.” 

Abolishing slavery before the proper time hascome leads to the result that “a slave becomes
a ruler” [Mishlei 30:22] andthat “princes go about like slaves” [Kohellet 10:7]. Rav Kook
continues, “It isa mistake to think that if we take a person whose temperament is suitable
forslavery and we teach him, he will no longer have the traits of a slave. This issimply not
so. If such a slave will sit in a respected position, his decisionswill continue to have the
imprint of a slave mentality.” 

History has shown that the children of Chamare indeed by their very nature “a slave of
slaves” [Bereishit 9:25]. They mustgo through a long process of education in order to raise
them up to a higherlevel of morality. However, because of the evil actions of the slave
masters itbecame necessary to abolish legal slavery before the proper time, but this
doesnot necessarily imply that the situation corresponds to full justice. We wait forthe time
when ten people from the other nations “will take hold of the edge of aJew’s garments and
will say, we will follow your lead, because we see that G-dis with you” [Zecharia 8:23]. And
they will all say, “Let us rise up to theMountain of G-d and He will teach us of His ways... for
Torah will emanate fromZion, and the word of G-d from Jerusalem” [Micha 4:2].
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O om Shmoom!O om Shmoom!

BB y Zevu lu n  Or lev ,  Former Kn esset Membery  Zevu lu n  Or lev ,  Former Kn esset Member

A Deteriorating Relationship 

In the last decades the attitude of theUnited Nations has deteriorated, and hundreds of
hallucinatory decisionsagainst Israel were accepted in all the forums of the organization –
based onthe automatic Moslem-Arabic majority, with the help of followers from western
countriesand Europe, and the rest of the world. The record (for now, at least!) wasrecently
reached, when UNESCO made two absolutely hallucinatory decisions withno link with reality
at all denying the connection between the Jewish nationand the site of our holy Temple. 

A well-known figure from among my friends,who participated in the peace effort in Camp
David in 2000 led by US PresidentClinton, Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, and head of
the PLO Arafat, told methat Clinton overheard an argument between my friend and Abu
Mazan about theconnection between the Jews and the Temple Mount. Clinton asked for
andreceived dozens of relevant sources from the Bible, and as a result he stronglyrebuked
the Palestinians for denying this connection. My friend added that in1929 the Moslem High
Council, which was headed by the infamous Mufti ofJerusalem, published a flyer (which can
be seen today) to encourage touristvisits to the Temple Mount, where it is explicitly written
that this was thesite of King Solomon’s Temple. 

The Palestinians know the truth very well(and they are familiar with the latest archeological



discoveries in Jerusalem).But nothing will change the situation. The well-known truths that
the Christiansknow from the Bible did not even confuse the many Christian nations
whichjoined the Moslem bloc to support the shameful UNESCO decisions. 

History Repeating Itself 

Nothing is new about our relationship to theUnited Nations. In 1955 a harsh dispute was
revealed between the Prime MinisterMoshe Sharet and his Defense Minister David Ben
Gurion (that is how it wasthen!) about the proper attitude of the State of Israel towards the
UN. Amurderous wave of terrorism from the Gaza Strip threatened the Israelisettlements in
the south, and the Suez Canal was closed to Israeli shipping.Ben Gurion as Defense
Minister and Moshe Dayan as the IDF Chief of Staff madeplans for an operation to capture
the Gaza Strip. In a discussion of theleaders of the ruling party, Mapai, Prime Minister
Sharet opposed the planbecause he was afraid that the UN might decide to place military and
economicsanctions on Israel. Ben Gurion, on the other hand, claimed that it was wrongto
abandon Jewish blood. And with respect to the UN (“Ha‘oom” in Hebrew), BenGurion
coined the famous phrase – “Oom Shmoom!” In his order of the day to theIDF on the
seventh Day of Independence, Ben Gurion reiterated this approach. Hesaid, “Our future
does not depend on what the Gentiles say but rather on whatthe Jews do!” 

Sharet won the argument, and because of thefear of a reaction of the UN and the
superpowers the government rejected BenGurion’s plan to attack the Gaza Strip. A year later
(1956) Ben Gurion was thePrime Minister and the IDF captured the area of Sinai in
Operation Kadesh.Later on, because of pressure from the UN and threats by the United
States andRussia, the IDF retreated from Sinai, to be replaced by UN forces. The end ofthis
story is that the removal of the UN forces in 1967 was one of the elementsthat led to the Six
Day War. 

This year marks a hundred years since the publicationof the Balfour Declaration, on
November 2, 1917. “His Majesty’s government viewwith favour the establishment in
Palestine of a national home for the Jewishpeople...” It is now 69 years since the historic
United Nations decision toestablish a Jewish country (and an Arabic one, rejected by the
Arabs), onNovember 29, 1947. Times have changed at the United Nations. The infamous
declarationby the UN in 1975 that “Zionism is racism” will be remembered forever. It
wasonly rescinded in 1991. 

Fight against the United Nations! 

What should we do in reaction to the UNESCOdecisions? Should we just follow Ben
Gurion’s “Oom Shmoom,” and say somethinglike “UNESCO-SHMUNESCO?” Or should
we take this matter more seriously? 

Our relationship to the holy site of theTemple is the foundation on which we build up all of
our connections and ourrights in Eretz Yisrael. The Balfour Declaration and the November
29 UnitedNations decision about establishing a Jewish state (not a state for Jews!) arerooted
in this connection. This is not a religious struggle, after all it isclear that the Moslems know
that they will not be able to convince us that ourreligious beliefs are wrong. This is a
sophisticated political attempt on theirpart to undermine the legitimacy of our existence as a
national homeland forthe Jews, based on our religious and historic rights. Removing this
connectionis a steep slope that can lead to eradication of our rights in Eretz Yisraeland to
having a Jewish country. This is a war of existence, no less than anymilitary conflict, and
perhaps of an even more serious nature. 

The key to winning this war depends on ourability to achieve a national consensus on both
the left and the right, joiningboth the coalition and the opposition, religious and nonreligious
alike, toagree that “the Tanach is our deed to Eretz Yisrael,” to quote from Ben Gurionin his
testimony to the Peel Commission in 1936. This struggle must be put atthe forefront of our
national priorities, and it must be a major subject in oureducational system. If the entire
Jewish nation, in Israel and abroad, willvolunteer to take part in this struggle
without any compromise, we will have agood opportunity to cancel the UNESCO
decision, like the previous UNdecision equating Zionism to racism. There is no room for
surrender, but wemust not despair. This matter is a major test for our leadership.
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Rabb i Yaacov Freidman of HusaitynRabb i Yaacov Freidman of Husaityn

By Rafi  Ostroff,  Head of th e Rel igiou s Cou n ci l  of Gu sh  E tzion  By Rafi  Ostroff,  Head of th e Rel igiou s Cou n ci l  of Gu sh  E tzion  

Introduction to the Series 

In this column we will get to know the teachingsof a humble Chassidic sect with which many
people are not familiar. This is theremarkable Husiatyn Chassidic dynasty. 

Rebbe Yaacov Freidman of Husiatyn was anestablished Chassidic Rebbe, a scion of the
main branch of Chassidut stemmingfrom the teachings of the Baal Shem Tov. He was a
direct descendant, one sonafter another, of the Magid of Mezritch and of Rebbe Yisrael of
Ruzhin. Histeachings are unique in their positive attitude towards Zionism and
theestablishment of the State of Israel, as can be seen from his weekly Shabbatsermons to
his community. 

It is interesting to note that Rebbe Yaacovdid not make use of (or was not familiar with) the
classic religious Zionistsources, such as the writings of Rav Kook or Rav Soloveitchik.
Rather, hisentire “Zionist” approach was based on the Chassidic roots of his teachers. 

Rebbe Yaacov set up his community in Tel Avivbefore the Holocaust, and it continued to
exist during the establishment ofIsrael (1937-1957). Husiatyn is a “Galitziani” sect (today in
the Ukraine), butit is anchored in the approach of the Baal Shem Tov, through his disciples
theMagid of Mezritch and Rebbe Yisrael of Ruzhin. Many Zionist Chassidim came outof the
Ruzhin sect, including the founders of Rosh Pina, Kefar Chassidim, andmany more. 

The Husiatyn dynasty, like Rebbe Yaacovhimself, was always modest and small. In a small
Beit Midrash on Bialik Streetin Tel Aviv (which exists to this day) the Rebbe gave Torah
lectures mainly toChassidim who came with him from Europe, and to people of Eretz Yisrael
whowere attracted by his approach. His ideas were collected in a book, “OhaleiYaacov,” by
his Chassidim, as instructed by his son, Rebbe Yitzchak. 

During many generations, the main teachingsof Chassidic Rebbes were taught or organized
according to the weekly Torahportions. Studying these sources in a systematic way can give
a picture of thebasic ideas of these Rebbes. Study of these writings also shows the
differencesand the unique approach of each dynasty. Each Rebbe emphasized and
elucidatedthe topics which were most important to him. However, the lessons of
RabbiYaacov of Husiatyn are presented differently than other typical Chassidicbooks. The
style used is much closer to an “Israeli” way of speaking than thedifficult Torah-style
language in other books. 

Rebbe Yaacov had one son who continued hispath, but he passed away without any
children. This was the end of the directHusiatyn dynasty. Today the line has been continued
by descendants of the sect,mainly Rebbe Yisrael Freidman (Ben Shalom), a cousin of
Rebbe Yaacov. RebbeYisrael and his son Hoshaya set a “yartzeit” table to mark the date of
RebbeYaacov’s death, where they study and discuss the teachings of the Rebbe
ofHusiatyn. 

I want to thank Rabbi Yehuda Brandes, thePresident of Herzog College and a Husiatyn
Chassid, for introducing me to theremarkable approach of Husiatyn with his book
“Bemalchut Hakedosha,”about the Rebbe and his teachings. At the end of the book, Rabbi
Brandes writesas follows: 

“This book was not written with the approachof a historian who wants to document the past,
and also not with the approachof a Chassid who wants to commemorate his rabbi, to praise
him, and toimmortalize his memory and honor him. This book is a call to bring the
bookOhalei Yaacov back to our world as a current and living document – a guide anda
teaching aid for building a living Torah for the nation of G-d in the HolyLand.” 

I hope and pray that this regular column willserve as a humble contribution to this worthy
vision. 



     * * * * * 

Silencing the Conscience 

It is written about the people of thegeneration of the Deluge: “For the land was filled with
violence” [Bereishit 6:13].Rashi explains, “Their fate was only sealed through the sin of
robbery.” Why isthe sin of robbery so serious? After all, according to the Midrash, the
peopleof that generation also transgressed the prohibitions of illicit sex and idolworship! 

The Rebbe of Husiatyn replies to thisquestion based on the Midrash which explains that the
people employed a cleverruse so that they would not be formally accused of robbery: 

“Here is what the people of the Deluge woulddo – Somebody would take out a chest full of
lupine flowers. And then one wouldcome by and take less than the value of one pruta, and
another one would takeless than a pruta worth, such that the owner could not demand by
law that theyreturn his money.” [Bereishit Rabba 31]. 

This Midrash must be discussed further,because it is not reasonable to assume that the
world was destroyed as a resultof the robbery of lupine flowers. It comes to explain that
robbery was seen bythe people as a permitted act since they used a trick to silence their
ownconscience. Man is drawn to follow various forces within himself. His lusttells him: Eat
and drink whatever is forbidden to you. But then his intellect,which resides in his
conscience, puts a limit on the lust and tells the person:Since it does not belong to you, it is
forbidden to take it – that would berobbery. Even if the surge of emotion begins to overcome
the intellect, at somepoint the conscience will awaken and bring the person back to the right
paththrough repentance. But when a device is found to transform robbery into apositive
ideology, the conscience no longer does its job, since the person’sintellect tells him that the
action is permitted. In this case the person islost because the way to repentance has been
blocked. 

Rebbe Yaacov did not come to this idea on hisown. Rather, he saw examples of this kind of
behavior during World War Two: 

     ** * * * * 

When we look at the evil people of Germany,we see that robbery, murder, and
cruelty have been formed into scientificmethods, and the intelligent soul (logic and
the conscience) becomes soconfused that instead of issuing a warning it
encourages acts of violence.Robbery and murder performed on Jews become good
deeds in their eyes, based onthe racial theories that they invented in their own
minds. They are worse thananimals of prey, for in truth the advantage of a human
being over animals isnot their intelligence but rather their conscience. Without a
feeling ofmorality, mankind uses wisdom for evil pursuits. They are then more
dangerousthan wild animals since they are armed with intelligence that they use for
evilpurposes. 

     ** * * * * 

The fate of the people of the Deluge wassealed for the sin of robbery, since to perform their
acts they silenced theirconscience. They robbed because they used their intelligence to
conclude thatit was permitted – and in this way the people became more dangerous than
theanimals. 

If it had Found a Place to Rest It wouldnot have Returned 

Rebbe Yaacov ends his discussion with wordsof consolation connected to the return to our
land in modern times, based on aMidrash which discusses the dove sent out by Noach
which did not find a placeto rest. 

     ** * * * * 

Look at the amazing words of the Midrash forthe portion of Noach. “‘And it did not
find a place to rest the sole of itsfoot’ [Bereishit 8:9]. If it had found a place, it would
not have returned.Similarly, it is written, ‘It (Yisrael) dwelt among the nations, it did
notfind a place to rest’ [Eichah 1:3]. If it had found a place to rest it wouldnot have
returned.” 



We can bear witness to similar events. Dr.Ticha(*), was among the leaders of the
community in Vienna. In the lastelections for the community leaders, they published
a declaration that “Viennais our Jerusalem.” But he is now in Jerusalem with other
refugees from Vienna,happy that he was able to come to Eretz Yisrael. He admits
that his earlierapproach of opposition to settling the land was mistaken. Nobody can
understandwhy the return to our land is linked to such great hardship and trouble,
andfor how long the evil ones will continue to succeed. That is all according tothe
plans of heaven. And we must strengthen our faith, with all our might inthis long
night of exile, until the morning of redemption comes. “And He willgive retribution to
His enemies and He will atone for the land of His nation”[Devarim 32:43]. 

(*) As far as I can tell this is not thefamous eye doctor Ticha, since he arrived in
Jerusalem many years before thewar. Perhaps it is a relative of his.
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A few years ago I was invited to participatein a conference on the subject of Yisrael and the
other nations of the world.As it happens, I sat on a panel between two eminent Torah
scholars who wereasked to define the attitude of Judaism towards non-Jews. One of
themexplained, with liberal use of sources to back him up, that Judaism is nothingmore than
a type of cosmo-political humanism which views all mankind asbrothers who were created
in the image of G-d. The second one explained, alsogiving a number of sources, that
Judaism is based on a hatred of the othernations, and on hostility towards anything that is
not founded in Judaism. Ifound myself asking in reaction to the two contrary speakers how
both of themcould belong to the same Jewish religion and study the same sources but still
cometo such diametrically opposite conclusions. 

The answer to this dilemma lies in correctlydefining the Jewish nation, as was noted by
Rabbi Yehuda Halevi: “Yisrael amongthe nations is like the heart among all the other organs
of the body” [Kuzari,Second section, 36]. That is, humanity as a whole is a single organic
entitywhich includes all the people in a common fate, while Yisrael has been singledout as
the “heart” of humanity. This means that Yisrael must be separated fromthe rest of the world
in order to serve it best in its role of working towards“tikun,” mending the state of the world.
When this broad viewpoint ischopped into separate pieces, the result is the two contrasting
approaches thatI heard in the conference. 

The conclusion is that the fact that thenation of Yisrael is separate from all the others gives
them a specialresponsibility for tikun, as is suitable for a firstborn: “Yisrael is Myfirstborn
son” [Shemot 4:22], who guides his younger brothers through thecorrect path. 

We are still left with a need to define theessence of the unique trait of Judaism, the inherent
advantage of Yisrael. Todefine this trait according to a genetic criterion means to become
involved ina racist approach. But this is not the case, since the difference betweenYisrael
and the other nations, which gives Yisrael the skill of prophecy,depends not on physical
nature but rather on the soul. Thus, there is nophysical trait which will prevent anybody
from converting and obtaining aJewish soul, no matter what nation he or she comes from.
Even though the firstgeneration of converts will not be able to be prophets, their children
from thesecond generation and beyond can indeed become prophets. 

The halachic basis for this approach is thefact that having a Jewish soul is not a condition
for joining our uniquenation. Anybody who wants to join us can do so, and whoever fulfills
therequirements of conversion will receive a new soul. This is the meaning of thestatement
by the sages that from the time of Mount Sinai there is a storehouseof souls waiting for
converts to take them, and that the souls of futureconverts participated in the events at
Mount Sinai (see Shabbat 146a).
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“For all the rest of the days of the earth,planting and harvesting, and cold and heat, and
summer and winter, and day andnight will not cease” [Bereishit 8:22]. 

From the dawn of human history, mankind hasput much thought into the question of how
the world was created and how lifecame to exist. In general there are two different
approaches to this subjectwhich at first glance seem to contradict each other. On one hand
is thereligious approach, which describes the creation of the world as the handiworkof the
Creator. On the other hand there are scientific explanations whichdescribe the creation as a
natural process that stemmed from known laws ofnature and which is not related to any
metaphysical forces. These explanationsare part of various scientific theories that have
been proposed throughout the years(Darwin’s theory of evolution is only one of many such
proposals). 

In my humble opinion there is no problem toreconcile between a belief in the Creator, as in
the Jewish tradition, and theattempts of the scientific world to explain our experiences (such
as theexistence of fossils in ancient stones) as the result of a process of
gradualdevelopment. For example, as people who have maintained our faith for
manygenerations we ask of the Holy One, Blessed be He, to send rain down to theearth
(“Give dew and rain as a blessing”). This does not stop us fromdescribing rainfall in terms
of physical processes. Does our description of the“mechanism” of rainfall contradict our
belief that it is G-d who brings therain? A man of faith is convinced that G-d created the
scientific “mechanism”and continues to supervise its operation. In this way the two
approaches do notconflict with each other. 

Perhaps this concept is the basis of thewords of the Tanya, the first Rebbe of Chabad, in
his discussion of the uniquenessof G-d and our faith: “And even with respect to this
physical world which iscompletely mineral (without any life) – if the relevant letters would
beremoved from the ten ‘declarations’ by which the world was created for even amoment,
heaven forbid, everything would return immediately to completenothingness, just as it was
before the six days of creation.” In our morningprayers, we say that G-d “renews the acts of
Creation in His good.” Every daythe world is created once again, just as at the time of the
Creation. The willof G-d is repeatedly expressed, one moment after another, in the
naturalprocesses which we see, just as the original will that brought about theCreation. 

A Force of Renewal 

Similarly, we can describe the creation ofthe world from two approaches: On one hand, we
believe in a Creator, while onthe other hand we can describe the “mechanism” of the
creation in scientificterms. It is obvious that such a synthesis is possible only if we reject
thephilosophical motifs that are part of the evolutionary approach, such as theprinciple of
random events. We note in passing that there is no way to provethe principle of
randomness using the tools of science, and therefore it ismerely a belief that is held by a
number of scientists who are active in thisarea. 

Many examples of this dual approach can befound in the words of the commentators. For
example, see the Ramban: 

“The Holy One, Blessed be He, created all thecreatures from a previous state when they did
not exist... From completenothingness He created a very thin element that has no reality but
which servedas the initial force, able to take on a shape and to realize its potential.This was
the first physical material recognized by the Greeks as ‘hiyuli’(formless matter)...”

This is a clear statement that after theinitial creation of “something out of nothing” the
process continued to formand shape the stages that followed. This approach is contrary to
the opinion byChristian “Creationists” who do not accept the Jewish interpretation of
theBible in terms of simple meaning, hints, Midrash, and mystic secrets (“pardes”)and
therefore view the first passage of Bereishit as a detailed and accuratescientific record of the



creation. 

Intermediate Stages 

This idea appears more explicitly in thewords of Malbim in the Torah portion of Bereishit. 

“‘And G-d said, let the waters give forth’[Bereishit 1:20]. – Creation went from one stage to
another – mineral,vegetable, animal, and speaking creature – where every early step was
inpreparation of what came later... And as higher life forms came it is knownthat there were
no sharp jumps from one stage to another, but rather intermediatestages that bridged from
one level to another. Thus, the coral is a middlestage between mineral and vegetable, and a
‘polyp’ is in the middle between thevegetable and the animal, and the monkey is an
intermediate between the animaland mankind...” 

Malbim, who lived at the same time as Darwin,uses typical evolutionary terms to describe
the creation by the Holy One,Blessed be He, such as the existence of intermediate stages of
development. Themost surprising phrase in his description is related to the development of
man:“The monkey is an intermediate between the animal and mankind.” 

Mystic Secrets of the Torah 

We will end by quoting from Letter 91 of RavKook’s collected letters. 

“The truth is that we have no need for all ofthis. Even if it became clear to us that creation
took place be a sequence ofdevelopment of the various species there would be no
contradiction, since wecount the years according to the simple reading of the Torah, which
is moreimportant to us than any other preconceptions which do not have much value forus.
It is clear that the Torah wrote in a roundabout way about the creation,making use of hints
and allegory. After all, it is well known that the creationis part of the mystical secrets of the
Torah, but if it consisted merely of thesimple reading of the Torah there would be nothing
mystical about it... Andthat is why the Torah writes in a general way, ‘In the beginning of G-
d’screation.’ The main point from this is the knowledge of G-d and how to live atruly moral
life.” 

Rav Kook is saying that the Torah is not ascientific book, and what seem to be scientific
descriptions in the Torah arereally meant for the purpose of teaching us spiritual lessons. 

For more information in Hebrew and forpictures, and to regularly receive articles about
plants and animals linked tothe Daf Yomi, write e-mail to: raananmoshe1@gmail.com
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One of the classic mistakes that people makewhen they learn the stories in the Torah is to
think that they teach us about eventsthat happened in the past. They see the stories as a
historical descriptionof events that took place thousands of years ago. 

This is a serious error, because this pointof view in essence lowers the Divine Torah to the
status of Wikipedia or a highschool history textbook. It almost transforms the Torah into a
secular book,and it misses its real purpose – to teach mankind how to rise up to
theheavens. 

It is true that the Torah utilizes storiesabout events that happened in the past, but what
really interests it is not“what happened” but rather “what exists now.” What are the
essentialelements of existence, referring to the world and to mankind, that we can useto
guide us on how to live our lives? 

Whoever looks at the stories in the Torahfrom this viewpoint will be able to go into them in
depth and identify theirbasic important elements. 

mailto:raananmoshe1@gmail.com


When such a person reads the story of thecreation of Adam and Chava, he will understand
that the point is not a storyabout a specific couple who lived in the ancient past but rather a
descriptionof couplehood in general, painting an exact picture of the essence of aman
and his unique traits as compared to that of a woman (and vice versa), andhow these two
creatures interact. 

When such a person reads the story of theprimordial sin, he will understand that this is in
essence the story of allsubsequent sins, from that day to this one, and that what
happened betweenthe man, the woman, and the serpent is a precise description of the
spiritualmechanism that operates within each and every one of us who faces temptation. 

Such a way of studying Torah transforms itfrom mere letters and words on an old piece of
parchment into a living anddynamic creation, here and now. Such an approach can deeply
affect the studentand give him or her tools that will completely change his or her life. 

Getting into Noach’s Shoes 

This Shabbat we read the story of Noach, theman who built an ark in order to be saved from
the Deluge. If we approach thisstory in the way suggested above, we will first try to see in
the descriptionof the events of his life not a mere historical record from 4,500 years ago,but
rather we will search for current guidance from the Torah about how tocope with a
situation of an approaching “deluge.” This is not necessarily aflood of water, but rather
every great storm which comes to shake us up, orwhich confuses us and leads to
instability and a loss of control. It might bean internal spiritual storm of emotions and lust, or
an external storm offoreign opinions, temptation, or social pressures that threaten to engulf
usand drown us. 

How can one cope with such a “deluge?” 

The Torah teaches us that the first step isto temporarily enter into an “ark.” This is needed
first of all to makesure that you do not drown. But in addition it is needed in order to
fillyourself with additional forces and energies, to be able to continue todevelop. In this way,
you will be able to fix and have an influence on the external“deluge.” 

How do we Build an Ark? 

The Torah tells us that in order to savehimself from the water of the deluge, Noach built a
special ark made of wood.In our lives there are many different types of arks which can
helpprotect us and give us the strength to cope with the storms of life. Here aresome
examples: 

* Shabbat – The wonderful poem “Ya Echsof” defines this very well:“Holy Shabbat, the
souls of Yisrael come under the protection of your wings.”It seems that there is no need to
add many words to explain its power. Anybodywho has experienced Shabbat in the proper
way is aware of the power that it hasto free a person from the grasp of the secular world,
from day-to-day routinesand involvement, from struggles and competition, and to provide a
small islandof stability in stormy waters. It provides twenty-four hours of rest, prayer,quiet
for the soul, and spiritual fulfillment. When afterwards the person divesback into the six
days of activity, he or she starts out from a higher andstronger position than before. 

* Home and family – A person returns home every day fromstudies/work, and it provides
security and support. He or she is welcomed inany situation and without any conditions,
and the home and the family provide asource of solid ground for new development and
growth. 

* Prayer – This is a time of day when a person stops the high pace oflife and stands up
straight before his Creator, and he is able to “calculate anew route” for his actions. 

* Other “arks” in our lives – Couplehood, a yeshiva or a midrasha, setdaily or weekly
times for Torah study, the community, daily time set aside forintrospection, the Shemitta
year, holidays, and so on. 

Know How to Leave the Ark 

It took Noach 120 years to build his ark.This is symbolic of the standard lifetime of mankind
(as in the Hebrew birthdaygreeting, “may you live to 120”). Perhaps this is a hint that a
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person’sentire life should be spent building personal arks. For Noach one ark
wasenough, but it is reasonable to suggest that we need many more than one. 

There is no doubt that every ark must beproperly built so that it will give protection and be
effective. (Thisbrings up the obvious question of how companionship of a couple can
bedeveloped. How can Shabbat/prayers/holidays be made significant and formative?) 

Noach’s story also teaches us that we mustdetermine the precise time when we should
come out of the ark, and thismust be done with proper caution, in order to avoid
crashing when returningto reality. (See what happened to Noach when he left – he
becameintoxicated and so on...) 

What do you think? What other importantelements can be learned from the story of Noach
that will help us cope with thestorms that threaten to drown us all around? Are there other
stories in the Torahwhich we can view beyond the historical account as an indication of how
weshould live our lives? 

For reactions, added material, and to join ane-mail list: milatova.org.il
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